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Combined maximum-quantum and DOSY 3D
experiments provide enhanced resolution for
small molecules in mixtures
G. N. Manjunatha Reddy,a Mehdi Yemloulb and Stefano Caldarellia,b*
We illustrate here as the combination of high-ordermaximum-quantum (MaxQ) and Diffusion-Ordered SpectroscopY (DOSY) NMR
experiments in a 3D layout allows superior resolution for crowded NMR spectra. Non-uniform sampling (NUS) allows compressing
the experimental time effectively to reasonable durations. Because diffusion effects were encoded within multiple-quantum co-
herences, increased sensitivity to magnetic field gradients is observed, requiring compensation for convection effects. The exper-
iment was demonstrated on the spectra of a mix of small polyaromatic molecules. Specifically, in the case analyzed, the
experiment provided an extreme simplification through the MaxQDOSY-MaxQ projection plane that presents one peak per
molecule. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction

Diffusion-Ordered SpectroscopY (DOSY) for mixtures provides a
one-pot measure of molecular self-diffusion coefficients.[1–3] These
are directly related to the hydrodynamic radius; thus, in the corre-
sponding two-dimensional diffusion ordered diagram the signals
from different species are represented by their chemical shifts
along one dimension and separated according proportionally to
their volume along the other.[4–6] The DOSY processing display
quickly became a very popular and powerful application for the
characterization of complex mixtures without the need for physical
separation.[7,8] On the other hand, it is often the case for complex
mixtures that the NMR spectra are crowded, resulting in strongly
overlapping patterns. This situation interferes severely with the
algorithms commonly employed to calculate the diffusion coeffi-
cients, which are all approximations of the Inverse Laplace Trans-
form, and thus very unstable with respect to multiexponential
behavior, and particularly so for close values of the diffusion coeffi-
cients. One approach to tackle this problem is to increase the
resolution through three-dimensional sequences.[9–12] While the
duration of such experiments can represent a serious drawback,
methods for shortening significantly the acquisition time ofmultidi-
mensional techniques are becoming available,[13–16] as it will be
discussedmore in the following. We note in passing that an alterna-
tive approach to increase the resolution is the dispersion of the
diffusion coefficients according to specific interactions with a
matrix.[17–22]

Multiple-quantum NMR is another technique that has been pro-
posed for the analysis of complex spectra, because of its ability to
simplify the spectra of multicomponent samples,[23–32] and it has
been recently adapted to the characterization of complex mixtures
of small molecules. The latest variant of this method involves the
use of the highest coherence order in a proton-coupled spin
system, the maximum-quantum (MaxQ),[33–36] based on the fact
that this coherence provides a singlet in the ‘indirect’ dimension
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correlating all peaks in the ‘direct’ (single-quantum) dimension of
the participating spin system, giving a result similar to a DOSY
diagram.[36] MaxQ NMR was demonstrated to be useful to over-
come spectral crowding in the case of very complex mixtures of
small molecules, with remarkable results on natural mixtures. In
general, pQ NMR filters out of the spectrum signals from spin
systems with a size (number of coupled spins ½, of example)
smaller than p. Thus this is a good building block for pulse
sequences to be incorporated in a two- or three-dimensional
diffusion-edited analysis to reduce the overlapping of the signals
in the DOSY diagram. The theoretical general[37] and optimal[38]

aspects of multiple-quantum NMR creation and reconversion have
been discussed at length in the literature and thus in the following
we shall rather focus on the aspects concerning multiple-quantum
diffusion.

The diffusion measurement using multiple-quantum coher-
ences was demonstrated in the cases of scalar, dipolar, and
quadrupolar coupling.[39–44] It has been shown that if the
dephasing information resulting from translational displace-
ments is encoded while a p-coherence order has been selected,
the apparent gradient, or the effective magnetogyric ratio, is
multiplied by p. In this case, the echo signal attenuation of the
PGSE NMR experiment is governed by a term of the type[39,40]:

e �γeff 2 g2Dδ2 Δ�δ=3ð Þð Þ (1)
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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where, for homonuclear p-quantum coherence, the apparent
magnetogyric ratio γeff = pγ,δ is the gradient pulse duration, Δ
the diffusion delay, g the field gradient intensity, and D the
diffusion coefficient. Equation (1) is calculated assuming
square pulses for the field gradient, with other formulas avail-
able for arbitrary pulse shapes. The combination of diffusion
measurements with Multiple-Quantum NMR was first proposed
by Zax and Pines,[39] and for mixture analysis by Dalvit et al.[45]

In this latter case, one- and two-dimensional diffusion-
weighted double-quantum experiments (DWDQ) were ob-
tained by incorporating diffusion-editing before the MQ
pumping period. In this experiment, the diffusion effects were
encoded with p = 1. Recently, a similar application using a 3D
version was proposed by sequentially concatenating a DWDQ
and DOSY.[46]

In this work, we describe the application to mixtures analysis
of 2D and 3D experiments where the diffusion is encoded on
multiple-quantum coherence from homonuclear scalar cou-
plings, up to the MaxQ order. Compensation of vertical
anthracene fluorene naphthalene phenanthrene

Figure 1. Structure of the four polyaromatic molecules in the mixture
under investigation.

Figure 2. Convection compensated pulse sequences for 2D (A) and 3D (B) MQ
respectively. The ϕ1 phase was equal to x, while ϕ2 was chosen to select odd o
duration of the preparation period d2 was optimized for as uniform as possib
coherence selection gradient pulses was chose to fulfill G2 = p×G1, where p is
τa an additional delay equal toτr introduced to center the second π pulse.

wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/mrc Copyright © 20
convection effects was integrated,[47] more important here be-
cause of apparent amplification of the field because of MQ
encoding, its known limitations notwithstanding.[48] Standard
non-uniform sampling (NUS) was incorporated for optimal
time/resolution efficiency.[49]
Experimental Methods

All products were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. A model mixture
of four aromatic molecules (anthracene, fluorene, naphthalene,
phenanthrene, Fig. 1) was prepared with a concentration of
10mM for each solute in deuterated solvents with 50/50(v/v)
DMSO-d6/acetone-d6. These four molecules possess the same
maximum quantum order (4Q), and their diffusion coefficients are
close to each other. This makes this mixture particularly well suited
for demonstrating the accuracy of the method and its separation
capabilities.

All experiments were performed at ambient temperature on a
Bruker Avance III spectrometer operating at 600MHz, equipped
with a triple resonance high-resolution probe producing gradients
with a maximum strength of 60G cm�1. All NMR datasets were
processed in TOPSPIN 3.2 version (Bruker BioSpin, Germany). To
obtain reference values of diffusion coefficients, standard DOSY
spectra were recorded by a conventional pulse sequence, based
on the stimulated echo and incorporated bipolar gradient pulses
and an eddy-current delay (BPP-LED).[46,50] The shape of all gradient
DOSY-MQ. Black and white pulses represent rf pulse flip angles of π/2 and π,
r even MQ orders (x or y for even or odd order excitation, respectively). The
le excitation MQ of the desired coherence order (see text). The ratio of the
the MQ coherence of choice. τr are delays for gradient recovery times and

16 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Magn. Reson. Chem. (2016)



MaxQ-MaxQDOSY
pulses was Smoothed Square and the LED delay was of 5ms. For all
experiments, the diffusion delay Δ was set at 100ms, the gradient
strength, g, was linearly incremented in 32 steps from 2% to 95%
of itsmaximumvalue, and four scanswere recorded for each exper-
iment. For MQ/SQ correlation schemes, MQ-coherences were
excited with the standard sequence 90x-d2/2-180x-d2/2-90ϕ (ϕ=x
or y for even or odd order excitation respectively) with coherence
order selection by a pulse field gradient sandwich around the last
90° pulse.[51] The interval d2 was first tentatively set to the inverse
of half of the largest coupling of the spin systems and subsequently
optimized by eye to obtain the highest andmost uniform signal in-
tensity along the series ofmolecules. MQ spectra were processed to
produce absolute value plots. A reduced scale, divided by the quan-
tum order, p, was used for the MQ dimension. This allows an easier
comparison along different quantum orders. For the uniformly
sampled (US) 3D MaxQDOSY-MaxQ, the indirect dimension was
sampled by acquiring 256 increments. The Non-Uniformly Sampled
version of the 3D experiment was acquired using a schedule auto-
matically generated by the software TOPSPIN, followed by Com-
pressed Sensing reconstruction. Compression factors of 4 and 8
were tested, in order to visually assess the conditions that provided
no peak distortions.
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Figure 3. Diffusion decays corresponding to phenanthrene (peak at 8.8 ppm
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sequence of Fig. 2A.
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Results and Discussion

2D MQDOSY:

The pQDOSY sequence (Fig. 2A) was used with parameters chosen
to obtain a uniform overall diffusion-induced signal loss for all
values of p values explored. In practice, to compensate for the in-
creased sensitivity to magnetic field gradients because of effective
gyromagnetic ratios (pγ) (see Eqn (1)), the gradient pulse duration δ
was divided by p.

A crucial aspect for fine separation of mixture components using
DOSY is compensation of convection effects.[47,48] This nuisance is
once again demonstrated here, for p=4 (Fig. 3). A standard Hahn
spin-echo based 4Q-PGSE experiment shows significant convection
effects, in the form of an extramodulation of the decay, and the dif-
fusion based spin-echo attenuation failed to determine diffusion
coefficients correctly. Indeed, in the presence of convection, the
spin-echo attenuation is modulated by a cosine term and Eqn (1)
becomes[52–55]:

cos γeff δgνΔð Þe �γeff 2 g2Dδ2 Δ�δ=3ð Þð Þ (2)
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ν represents the velocity of convection. The other parameters are
defined in Eqn (1).
Interestingly, in the same conditions of temperature control, by

using a standard 1Q stimulated echo STE based PGSE, there was
no observed convection effect (not shown). As shown in Eqn (2),
convection effects appear amplified by the effective magnetogyric
ratio (pγ), and become a real nuisance, especially when high-
quantum orders (4Q in this study) are selected. The incorporation
of a convection compensation scheme[56,57] (Fig. 2) allowed recov-
ering of a smooth diffusion attenuation curve.
The 2D pQDOSY (with p=1–4) spectra of the mixture are shown

in Fig. 4. Neither 2D MQDOSY nor classic DOSY experiments were
able to properly resolve all the peaks belonging to the four com-
pounds, although the p=4 layout almost correctly split the signal,
with a noticeable exception being the peaks around 7.52 ppm.
Note that going to higher p values did have a simplifying effect
on the 1H spectrum, although a modest one. In this specific case,
just the peaks belonging to the central ring of anthracene and
phenanthrene, bearing only two protons, disappear.
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Figure 6. Comparison of 4Q-1Q spectra extracted from the 3D 4QDOSY-4Q
experiments, corresponding to the first gradient strength (i.e. 2% of its
maximum), recorded with Uniform Sampling US (top) and with
non-uniform sampling (NUS), with a fourfold (middle) and eightfold
compression rate (bottom). The arrow indicates the disappearing of a
signal, while the broken line points out a replica artifact (see text).
3D MaxQDOSY-MaxQ

The pulse sequence of the 3D MQDOSY-MQ experiment is given in
Fig. 2B, while the projections of the 3D pQDOSY-pQ (p=4) spec-
trum of the analyzed mixture are shown in Fig. 5. Here 4QDOSY
means that diffusion effect was encoded while the 4Q coherence
order was excited, which was also the MaxQ order for the four
molecules in the mixture.
No ambiguity whatsoever in the molecular resolution is found in

the case of the full 3D 4Q experiment. Here the projections along
the three dimensions are all very well resolved and the MaxQ corre-
lation (Fig. 5) provides the expected separation quality. On the
other hand, the 4QDOSY-1Q projection plane is also better resolved
than its 2D counterpart, with all peaks assigned to the correct spin
system, without ambiguity. However, it is the 4QDOSY-4Q projec-
tion plan that presents the most spectacular resolution, with only
one peak per molecule located at the crossing of the value of the
molecular diffusivity and on the average chemical shift, δMaxQ. The
separation of the four components is achieved in a straightforward
way, and the diffusion coefficients are in agreement with those ob-
tained by the standard STE based PGSE. The impressive ameliora-
tion in resolution in all dimensions is likely because of more
efficient spread of the signal on a third dimension and to the spe-
cific properties of the MaxQ coherences. Overall, this reduces the
overlapwhen performing theDOSY transform. In short, the fact that
the MaxQ dimension presents no overlap profits not only to the
MaxQDOSY-MaxQ projection, but also to the MaxQDOSY-1Q one.
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4QDOSY-4Q projection.

Table 1. Logarithm of the self-diffusion coefficients (log(D/m2-s-1)) for the test molecules discussed in the text. The values were measured in the DOSY
dimension on non-overlapping signals

Molecules 2D 1QDOSY 2D 2QDOSY 2D 3QDOSY 2D 4QDOSY 3D 4Q-4QDOSY NUS 3D 4Q-4QDOSY

Fluorene �8.853 �8.853 �8.855 �8.855 �8.845 �8.840

Naphthalene �8.795 �8.795 �8.783 �8.798 �8.780 �8.784

Anthracene �8.855 �8.860 �8.857 �8.843 �8.846 �8.840

Phenanthrene �8.869 �8.873 �8.875 �8.875 �8.865 �8.870

MaxQ-MaxQDOSY
Again, all the processing was performed with standard commercial
software, and more sophisticated algorithms for the DOSY trans-
forms that have been demonstrated in the literature[58–61] could
further improve the analysis.
Experiment time optimization by NUS

The duration of 3D experiments represents a serious drawback. In-
deed, in our case the duration of the pseudo-3DMaxQ-DOSY exper-
iment was about 28 h (4 scans and 256 increments to sample the
indirect MQ dimension). To minimize the experiment time without
significant information loss, we applied the standard NUS approach
available with the Topspin software. State-of-the-art understanding
of the variables influencing a correct spectra reconstruction after
NUS sampling is still very qualitative, and it is linked to the signal-
to-noise ratios.[62] In the present case, we resorted to a visual
assessment of a NUS parametrization capable of producing faithful
spectra in a reasonable experimental duration. The compression
rate that can be used without significant loss of resolution or of
signals altogether, while avoiding processing artifacts, can be first
inferred by analysis of Fig. 6. For the sake of the analysis, the
MaxQ-1Q spectra were investigated first. Here, they were actually
the first planes of the full 3D experiment corresponding to a gradi-
ent value of 2% of the maximum. Comparison with the US spectra
demonstrates that a factor of compression of eight introduces
some reconstruction errors in the spectra, notably the disappear-
ance of one peak of fluorene (shown by the arrow in the corre-
sponding spectrum), and the appearance of shifted replicas of
phenanthrene. Interestingly, such mistakes are not observed in
the projection planes of the full 3D spectrum at the same level of
compression (Fig. 7). This can be explained tentatively by the higher
sparsity of the 3D dataset, which facilitates the reconstruction. In
other words, the presence of artifacts could be different for each
plane and thus average out.

The reduction in the time of the experiment pays a toll in overall
sensitivity, and indeed resolution-enhanced NUS does not improve
Magn. Reson. Chem. (2016) Copyright © 2016 John Wiley
the S/N ratio, which actually remains approximately of the same or-
der of a US spectrum of the same length. Moreover, the nature of
the noise is affected, with deviations from the typical Gaussian
distribution.[62] A theoretical or experimental study on the effect
of such a variation on DOSY does not exist yet. However, a few gen-
eral considerations can be drawn qualitatively. The NUS approach
used here was chosen to compress the experimental time for con-
stant resolution. Thus, the overall acquired signal would also be re-
duced. A reduction in S/N in DOSY experiments may translate in a
less precise determination of the diffusion coefficient. Such an ef-
fect is visible in comparing Figs. 5 and 7, where in this a small broad-
ening of the lines in the projection planes sharing a pQDOSY
dimension can be observed. NUS schemes developed specifically
for DOSY[63] could be more adapted in this case and will be ex-
plored furthermore. Table 1 summarizes the measured diffusion
properties for the four test molecules along the series of experi-
ments. Non-overlapping signals were used in order to avoid inter-
ferences for other molecular systems. The reported values show a
clear stability of the measure along the series of spectra. Even in
the case of NUS, the somewhat broader peaks observed (Figs. 5
and 7) with respect to the US counterpart are not accompanied
by a significant shift of the position of the peak maximum.
Conclusions

The combination of high-order MQ and DOSY can provide superior
resolution for the analysis of mixtures. This can be understood as a
combination of simplification of the 1H spectrum because of MQ fil-
tering on one hand and to the increased simplicity of the MQ spec-
tra at high orders. Moreover, incorporation of the diffusion
encoding on multiple quantum coherences allowed an increased
sensitivity to magnetic field gradients. Thus, smaller gradients can
be used and therefore smaller eddy-current or heating problems
can be expected, within the limits of electronics linear response
for very short PFG duration. On the other hand, thermal convection
is also amplified and must be compensated for. The separation
& Sons, Ltd. wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/mrc
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capability of the 3D MaxQDOSY-MaxQ experiment was demon-
strated on amodel mixture, sharing the sameMaxQ order. Relevant
properties of the experiment were clearly outlined, notably an im-
proved performance of ILT algorithms for DOSY in the 3D setup, in-
cluding a reduced number of artifacts in the NUS experiment. At
any rate, improvement in the resolution is expected for general sce-
narios, on the lines of the MaxQ NMR setup. Finally, the experiment
presented here, besides its obvious applicability for mixtures, could
be devised for the characterization of slowly diffusing molecules,
because of the apparent amplifying effect of the PFG intensity ex-
perienced by p-quantum coherences.
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